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Red

Once upon a time there were three sisters who loved the
clothes and specially a red dress. One day they fought over that
red dress since there was the most important party, they were
very angry, because the three of them wanted that dress. There
were other dresses but the red was fancier than the others.

Orange
Once upon a time, there was an orange ﬁsh who wanted to ate
the most delicious fruit, but there was no easy to get it, he
haved to swam on all the ocean to found some fruit. Time later
he found an orange but he didn't knew that the orange was of a
dolphin, he didn't liked the dolphins and he thinked that the
dolphins were more danger than other animal. But he thinked
that if they were friends, the dolphin would shared her orange
with he. And now they are the best friends

Yellow

Once upon a time there was a boy who needed a pencil to did
his homework, he went to the most famous stationery in the
street named "The Happy Sun" when he arrived he saw all the
pencils costs and he decided to bought a yellow pencil because
it was the cheapest pencil. When he came back home he did his
homework faster than before

Stationery "The Happy Sun"
:)

Green
Once upon a time there was a fairy "TinkerBell" who lived in the
nature, she had the most beautiful green dress and she always
had a big smile because she had a lot of animal friends that
they helped her to did prettier houses than the other fairys. She
had envious friends but that they talked she didn´t care

Blue
Once upon a time there was a blue pen that was the sadest in
the world because he didn't have friends. He was walking in the
street and he founded the funniest pencil, they started to
talked and the pencil thinked that the pen was funnier than the
others, so with the time they started to be friends

Purple
Once Upon A Time there was the prettiest girl in the city, she
didn't liked the grapes, she thinked that the apples were more
delicious than the grapes. But one day her friend started to ate
grapes and she fell curious on what would it be their ﬂavor, so
she picked one and without knew it fell in love with the grapes.

Pink
Once upon a time there was a lot of pretty and soft ﬂowers
which lived in the forest, they were the most happy ﬂowers but
one day an ugly men started to build a big house to lived here.
The ﬂowers were very angry because there was their home,
one ﬂower started to talked to the men about the problem,
everyone thought that the ﬂower was more intelligent than the
men. They arrival at a courteous treatment and everyone stay
happy

White
Once upon a time there was a white dove which wanted that
everyone lived in peace. Some animals dislikes the dove
because she was the most paciﬁc and pretty animal. She didn't
care about they said but the other animals made a lot of jokes
to the ﬁshes too, it didn't likes to the dove , one day she
defended the ﬁshes and talked with the animals about their
bad attituded. The animals understood and everyone became
friends
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